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There was great news for Karachi Golf Club recently when it's course was
adjudged as the best golf course in Pakistan by the World Golf Awards. KGC
was one of the five nominees for the 9th World Golf Awards 2O22.The
other nominees were Defence Authority Country and Golf Club, Rumanza,
lslamabad Golf Club and Royal Palm Country and Golf Club. lt was KGC
which bagged the prestigious award.
The World Golf Awards serves to celebrate and reward excellence in golf

tourism through its annual awards programme. World Golf Awards is part
of World Travel Awards.
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By Omar Khalid

Recently the KGC management organised a series of coaching
sessions with Hamza Amin, an Asian Tour golfer and a qualified
coach with solid credentials. lt turned out to be a great idea, with
all of us learning lots of ways to interpret the conditions, drills to
work on our weaknesses and leave ourselves with more scoring

opportunities.
It was a four-day session which included short game, long game,
decision-making and execution. On the short game side, Mr Hamza
taught us various pre-shot techniques, which included apex and
speed control in putting as well as analysingthe lie and selecting
the correct type of shot around the greens. ln Pakistan, the intricacies
of the game are usually a foreign concept as most coaches focus
on the basics such as grip, stance, body movement etc. Mr Hamza
taught us the importance of swing path and how it can be used to
influence the type of shot we hit and how it reacts on the green,
and we learnt different ways to hit a shallow or steep chip depending
on the lie.
On the long game side, Mr Hamza taught us how to feel comfortable
in our own swing without changing too much. His expertise along
with the data on his Full Swing monitor allowed us to discuss why
certain shots don't fly like they're supposed to, and how a more
neutral clubface, swing path and angle of attack influence ball
flight, shot shape and carry distance. Mr Hamza played a round
with us and helped us identify our weaknesses and gave us drills
to make sure they do not happen very frequently. On the last day
of the camp, we visited Red Hole 2 to learn how to recover from
bad lies such as downhill or plugged bunkers, flier lies in the deep
rough and tight chips with less green to work with. Again, we learnt
how to influence the ball's reaction with small changes such as
grip pressure, tempo and club selection.
I feel that during this camp, Mr Hamza taught us to believe in our
swing and pointed out small fixes to tighten our dispersion and
minimise bad shots, and once hit, how to recover from them.

We learnt things we had never thought of before and learnt that
there are many factors apart from the swing that influence where
the ball ends up, and Mr Hamza taught us to analyse those factors
and choose our shot after taking everything into account. I feel this
camp has had a very positive impact on both mental and physical
aspects of our game, and it would be great if it were to continue
regularly as Mr Hamza's experience and knowledge is something
that is extremely useful and will help us to lower our scores over
time. Mr. Hamza certainly has the pedigree being an accomplished
lnternational golfer. His father Taimur Hasan is by far the most
accomplished golfer Pakistan has ever produced.

RED COURSE

Dear Members,
Thank you again from the whole managing
committee for your support and trust for this
year. I do hope we can justify that trust and
add value during our stewardship this year.
There are great plans afootto further improve
your playing conditions, mainly by adding a
PGA standard green for the members to play
on and to decide if this would be appropriate
in cost and quality, for the remaining holes
on the course. ln due course I will expand
on the MC's future plans for the year ahead.

is not allowed is slow play resulting from
amateurs playing from the pro tees or blue
tees. This is clearly defined in the bylaws
and is a very important element of slow play
control on all golf courses all over the world.
Exceptions are seldom made and only for
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this corner, I have chosen to attempt
to explain the method we use today to
marshal the pace of play on our three
As for

courses. This has been an experiment over
of our permanent SOPs for the year to come.

ln my last tenure as captain, I unfortunately
was privy to countless situations of slow play
and arguments as such. ln an attemptto
solve this continuous and potent issue of
slow play and not giving throughs we came
up with a novel solution to give each four
ball a specific playingtime on each course.

know fully well if you are within your limits.
lf you are in the confines of your time the
marshal will not bother you at all. lf you feel
you are being pushed by a very fast group
it is your decision as to whether you would
like to play without pressure and give a
through.
However, if you are beyond yourtime ceiling
and the marshal is called upon to speed up
play, it is well within his right to request that
you do so. He has been asked to be as polite
as possible in his request. lt is upon the
members to be as aquiesent and amenable
as possible. The club will only write a letter
to those that break this trifecta
understanding with disregard to the situation.
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BLUE COURSE

the last year and will intentionally be a part

Thus, the timings given were Red 2.16, Blue
2.14 and Yellow 2.06 with a margin of
approximately 5o/ofor an unavoidable delay.
The marshals have your start times and
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those golfers who may be heading for the
Pakistan team or the pro ranks. Exceptions
for tournaments will also be entertained
where applicable. lt is a clear break of our
bylaws for any golfer to play from the
championship tees if they are amateurs,
without permission from the club
administration.
must also write that over the last few weeks
we have seen the data and our members
and guests are doing very well in maintaining
pace or play in general. My humble request
is that if you are sadly stuck behind a slow
playing four-ball please request the admin
(marshals etc.) to speed up play for you as
you are well within your rights as long as the
offending four ball is well outside their rights
on the course.
I

Happy golfing to you

The one very clear situation in all this that

Cover and course photographs by CdteZalar Mehmood
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YELLOW COURSE
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The Bahria Foundation Golf Cup 2022 was held
at the Karachi Golf Club on November 12-13.11
turned out to be a well-contested event with
leading golfers taking part in various categories.
The top prize - amateurs gross title - was won
by the experienced Omar Shikoh Khan who
carded an impressive score of two-under par 70.
Omar's brother Arsalan Shikoh (74) was the
runner-up while Omar Khalid (74)finished third.

RESULTS

Bahria Foundation Golf Cup
12th - 13th November 2022
JUNIORS UNDER 15 YEARS
Runner Up
Runner Up

Net
Gross

Winner Net
Winner Gross

Abdullah Eilal
Haziq Saifullah
Shayan Zia

Waleed Bilal

76 Net
91 Gross
73 Net
82 Gross

LADIES
Runner Up Net

Fawzia Naqvi

77 Net

Runner Up Gross

Amna Amjad

90 Gross

Winner Net
Winner Gross

Tabassum Sharif
Humera Khalid

80 Gross

Gp Capt Aftab A Khan
Zahir A Chaudhry

40 Gross
40 Gross

Lt (R) Ejaz Ahmed Khan

73
83
73
78
71
75

71 Net

VETERANS
Runner Up Gross
Winner Gross

SENIORS
2nd Runner Up Net
2nd Runner Up Gross
Runner Up Net

0mer Faruque
Zulfiqar Hyder Khan

Runner Up

GrossAsadlAKhan

Winner Net
Winner Gross

Khurram Khan
Khalid J Siddiqi

Net
Gross

Net
Gross

Net
Gross

AMATEURS

Up
Net Lt Col Hamid
Gross omar Khalid
Ahmed Noman Khan
Runner Up Net
Arsalan Shikoh Khan
Runnerup Gross
Mai lshtiaq Uddin
Winner Net
2nd Runner
2nd Runner Up

69 Net
74 Gross
68 Net
74 Gross

66 Net

Winner cross of Bahria Foundation Golt Cup 2O22
0mar Shikoh

Khan

70 Gross

ln the amateurs (net) category, Maj
lstiaquddin won the title with a score of 66.
He was followed by Ahmed Noman Khan
and Lt Col Hamid.ln the seniors' category,
Khalid J Siddiqui won the gross title with a
score of 75. Asad l.A Khan was the runnerup with a score of 78. Khurram Khan won
in the net category followed by Zulfiqar

Haider Khan.
ln the ladies category Humera Khalid won
the gross title while Tabassum Sharif won
the net trophy. Amna Amjad was runner-up
in the gross category while Fawzia Naqvi,
KGC 's Lady Captain, was runner-up in the

net category.The two-day event concluded

with an impressive prize distribution
ceremony.

February 6, 1971,, was a relatively
uneventful day for US sports.
Larry Costello's Milwaukee Bucks swept
past the San Francisco Warriors in the NBA,

the Boston Bruins defeated the Buffalo
Sabres to continue an eight-game unbeaten
NHL streak, and Arnold Palmer shot 68 to
tie for the lead at the Hawaiian Open.

Nothing out of this world you might say,
incorrectly. Because some 230,000 miles
away, Alan Shepard was playing golf on the
moon.

Beamed back to TV sets on Earth in grainy
images, Shepard's exploits on Apollo 14 the eighth crewed Apollo mission and only
the third to land on the lunar surface - left
viewers stunned, includingthose at mission
control in Houston.
Long fascinated by space, British author
and imaging specialist Andy Saunders
dedicated over 10,000 hours to restoring
flight film from the Apollo missions. The
result is "Apollo Remastered," a stunning
book that sheds new light on humanity's
very first ventures to the moon. Pictured,
Buzz Aldrin during Gemini 12's crewed
spaceflight in November 1966.
Still breathtaking in itsown right, the original

flight film offered an ultimately grainy

glimpse into the missions. The footage was
frozen in a sealed vault in Houston until
NASA opened itto the publlc in 2019, which
is when Saunders began enhancing it.
Using modern digital processing
techniques, Saunders spent years poring
through almost 35,000 still photographs
to individually restore each one, drawing
out previously unseen details in the new,
clearer images.
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For over 50 years, it was unknown how far
Alan Shepard struck the second of his golf

shots during 1971's Apollo 14 mission.
Saunders' restorations finally located the
second ball and revealed it to have traveled
40 yards - not the "miles and miles" that
Shepard quipped at the time, but a
nonetheless hugely impressive effort given
the circumstances.
Sau nders' fi rst restored image, released

on the 50th anniversary of Apollo 11,
provided the world with the first clear picture
of NeilArmstrong on the moon. "'The detail
in it we can see his face, you can see his
eyelid, it's recognizably him," Saunders
said. "That image that l'd always felt was
missing from the history books was finally
sitting there on my screen and that's when
I thought, 'No one's ever seen this in this
detail, so I need to share it." -CNN
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The talented Amna Amjad won the
gross prize in the KGC Lady Golfers
Meet. Nida Haq won the net title
while Fauzia Jan was the runner up.

The KGC Lady Golfers Meet is a
brand new initiative taken by Fawzia
Naqvi, Lady Captain KGC. The idea
behind the weekly event is to
promote golf among the lady golfers
ofthe city. The event is open notjust
for KGC members but to all lady
golfers of the city.
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The golfing season will soon be at its peak with a

One is confident that with the sort of efforts being

series of excitement tournaments on the cards
during the coming weeks.

made by the Club, KGC will continue to get better
and better.

The KGC course is in great shape and one can
expect top
among
at
has been d
Awards whi
KGC course is the best in Pakistan.

Happy reading!

the

Sumeha Khalid
Editor, The CHOCOLATE
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PI.AYEBS

SGORE %

Khalid Manzur & Wajahat Ali Suri
Hussain Jaffar & Ziaullah Beg
Khaled Mohiuddin & Hamed Mohiuddin

59 82
59.23
58.63

Afzal Sheikh & Bilqees
Sheikh A Muqeet & eudsia Dossa
Azhar lqbal & Rubina Hai

56.25

&ZiaHai

53.87

Ather Saeed

57 14
53.87

Sarfaraz Ahmed & Naseem Arzoo
Fatima Raza & Shahin lqbal

53.57

Ants ur Rahman & Kashif Shah
S. Abid Mumtaz &Zatar Zaki

52.38

Usman

A

Ansari & Jalal Khan

Sami Ahmed & Zain Bukhari
Javed Rahman & Osman Ali Baig
Mushahid Hasan & fariqZatar

52.98
50 89
44.35
44.05
44 05
40.77

Saeed Mirza & Anwar Gheewala
S.A K Sami & Asghar Abbas

39 58

Jamal Hussain & Ali Hai

37.80

40.77
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www, Pakistansolar.solutions

MAIN OFFICE

o/21 slTE, Block l, f 8, Mangopir Road'
Karachi, Pakistan.

ISLAMABAD OFFICE

Shop # 4-G, Ground Floor, Sharjah Center,
Sth Road, Satellite Town, Rawalpindi.

rel. +92-333-234-8563
SUB OFFICE
50 - M Block 6,

SUKKUR OFFICE
P.E.C.H.S. Near HBL

NUrsery Branch, Karachi, Pakistan.
T e|. +92-21-37249305, +92-333-lO3l-084

Shop No. 3 Block 17, Sector'l
Sukku r TownshiP, Sukkur.
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